
Customer:
"MMJBO[�#FOFMVY

Challenge:
Making “Zero Tolerance” a Reality 

Solution: 
FRISS Investigations at SIU 

Results:
Major savings thanks to work process optimization

Customer Story

Zero tolerance in action. 
Streamlined fraud files with FRISS.  
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"MMJBO[ Group is a global leader in insurance and 
financial services. "MMJBO[ employs 140,000 people and 
sells its products to more than 85 million customers 
in 70 countries. 

Their goal is to be the most reliable provider of 
financial services. They help their customers make the 
right choices, so they can live their lives the way they 
choose. "MMJBO[ encourages everybody to realize their 
ambitions and not be afraid to challenge themselves.

"MMJBO[ is extremely active in fraud������ QSFWFOUJPO�
6nder their “zero tolerance” motto, fraud specialists 
can be found throughout the organization. At UIF�
corporate level, the policy on fraud is partially 
coordinated by the Legal & Anti-Fraud department.

At "MMJBO[, fraud prevention is organized in 
structured layers. Each department has its own fraud 
specialists who combine their anti-fraud activities with their 
primary tasks. Furthermore, a Special Cases Team is active 
in the Claims domain. This is a full-time team that 
engages in investigations for "MMJBO[ and the "MMJBO[ 
brands. All fraud specialists are trained by the Special 
Cases Team or have worked for the team as an intern. 

This approach keeps employees alert and helps them 
react effectively to signs of fraud. An internal Fraud 
Bulletin with articles on developments and fraud trends is 
published on a regular basis. "MMJBO[ does not tolerate 
fraud and vigorously communicates this zero-
tolerance approach.

“"MMJBO[ is the home for those who dare”

Customer 
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Steady expansion of the Special Cases Team highlighted a 
pressing need for a uniform means to record data. Proper 
data recording is the first step in e!ectively investigating 
suspected fraud. Jos Vonk, Central Senior Fraud Coordinator 
in the Legal & Anti-Fraud department, explains: “We received 
files that had been subjected to detailed investigation, but 
which had not been logged in our central file and incident 
registration system. Determining what had and had not 
been done was a complex task for our department, and a 
complete waste of time. Furthermore, the risk of errors was 
higher due to the lack of a standardized recording method.”

"MMJBO[ partnered with FRISS to help streamline their 
process. All officers responsible for investigating fraud 
were given access to FRISS Investigations at SIU, the 
core system specially designed to provide support for 
preventing and fighting fraud.

The next step was to simplify the procedure for transferring 
suspected fraud case files to both the Special Cases Team 
(Claims) and the Anti-Fraud Department (Underwriting).�
Depending on its findings, the Special Cases Team would 
provide advice regarding the approach to be used.

Challenge Solution
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Results

Jos Vonk
Central Senior Fraud Coordinator in 
the Legal & Anti-Fraud department

FRISS Investigations at SIU allows centralized delivery of 
information to the Dutch Association of Insurers by the 
Anti-Fraud department. This procedure saves "MMJBO[ a 
great deal of time. 

“Reducing operational costs is high on our wish list and 
FRISS Investigations at SIU allows us all to work more 

e!ciently. We not only achieve savings by preventing and 
resolving fraud, but also by optimizing fraud investigations 

and subsequent prosecution.”
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FRISS is 100% focused on automated fraud and risk detection for P&C 
insurance companies worldwide. Their AI-powered detection solutions 
for underwriting, claims and SIU helps 175+ insurers grow their business. 
FRISS detects fraud, mitigates risks and supports digital transformation. 

Insurers go live within 4 months, realize up to 10 times ROI and 80% 
increase in straight through processing of policy application and claims. 
FRISS solutions help lower loss ratios, enable profitable portfolio growth, 
and improve the customer experience. 

For more information, please visit friss.com.
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